ON THE ROAD TO KNOWLEDGE
I’ve been searching for a long time, although I didn’t know what exactly I was trying to find.
Something inside me was pushing me ahead toward new experiences. Curiosity, maybe
ambitiousness, it doesn’t even matter what it was. I was enjoying every single step, every new
acquaintance and new experience. I’ve learnt a lot, I’ve met a lot of people, I’ve had my ups and
downs and in the end I finally found.
I was raised Catholic, so I knew that there exists something or someone we can’t perceive with our
eyes and this helps us if we ask. I’ll never forget a Sunday mass on some beautiful sunny winter day. I
was six years old. After the mass we were supposed to go skiing and I wasn’t glad about that at all. I
imagined icy ski slope and my father in front of me, rushing me to go all the way to the top with a ski
lift. Because of that I prayed with all my childish zeal during the mass that the ski lift wouldn’t work.
At my big surprise and even greater joy, my prayer was heard! That was the first time I had realized
that somebody out there was listening to my requests.
When I started to think for myself I began to move away from Christianity. There were too many
restrictions and prohibitions. Silence entered my life. I knew that there exists a help in the spiritual
world, but I didn’t know how to access it. Therefore, I suppressed those feelings deep inside myself,
until the spirituality itself had found the way to me. Because of the health problems.
For some women a perfectly ordinary and almost imperceptible monthly process was a nightmare for
me. Monthly pain, sickness and vomiting burdened me heavily. My coworker started to feel sorry for
me, so she suggested I attend a workshop that could help me, because it had already helped many
people. It didn’t help me, but that was the start of my search.
I’ve searched for a long time, tirelessly, I’ve learnt a lot on this path, I’ve met lots of interesting
people, who had stayed in my life for a short and some also for a long period of time. I’ve probably
attended all the workshops, circle dances, various meditations, firewalking, Indian sauna. I went to

different healers, clairvoyants, coffee readers, tarot card readings, even into regression. I got useful
information in all these places, but that wasn’t enough for me. Something was pushing me ahead.
I searched outside of Slovenia also. I walked a 800 km long pilgrimage route to Camin in Spain, went
in Peru on pathways of Mayans, Incas and Aztecs, and I fell in love with Brazil so much that I kept
returning there for five years. Brazilian gentle energies and healers took me over tremendously, so I
started to give lectures all over Slovenia about spirituality in Brazil. I even guided groups of people to
this wonderful country.
But I was still searching. Later, due to my curiosity, I came across Sandi and his meditations.
Something inside me moved, very gently, maybe a little too silently, because this feeling was covered
with the pomp of other spiritual events. I moved on, but soon I again came to Sandi, totally
spontaneously. That time the feeling was stronger. Nevertheless, my curiosity still pushed me
elsewhere. I wandered around a little more, but each time I returned until I decided to stay. During
my last return many years ago, a very strong feeling hit me like a bolt from the blue, letting me know
that this was exactly what I was looking for. A thought occurred to me, that nobody else can give me
more than Sandi. That is, a direct contact with infinite Divine help.
Since then, every Tuesday at 18.30 I attend a hall in Stražišče pri Kranju, Škofjeloška 11, where Sandi
leads meditations free of charge, that are awesome to me! I’ve never experienced so clean and
powerful meditations. I don’t feel urge to go anywhere else. I feel I have everything I need for my
spiritual growth and personal development. Even my mind doesn’t wander around anymore,
although the meditations, that last more than one hour, don’t include any theatrical rituals, which
would engage the mind. We sit on chairs, dressed in white clothes, and with closed eyes we follow
Sandi’s instructions in silence. A total surrender, openness, relaxation and faith are all we need. Help
during meditations is optimal, but it depends on us, how much we will receive.
Results of Sandi’s meditations soon started to reflect in my life. With an intense work on myself,
letting go of my burdens, fears, anger, sadness and surrendering of all that on meditations, my
energy started to raise and became more and more clear. I perceived that as increasing lightness,
that permeated my life. Every day, I was more content with myself and my life.
Slowly and persistently, the burden of negative emotions was replaced by happiness, joy, love. I
entered a state I can hardly describe with words. I can compare this state with feelings we have when
we’re in love, but these feelings were much more intense. When Sandi described few years ago what
raising energy can bring, I thought I understood, but today I can see that I had no idea. I didn’t expect
anything I experience today. I have an immense feeling of gratitude. I’m grateful to Sandi and his
infinite help, my spiritual guidance and my soul, because they have been protecting me during my
search and persistently directing me and pushing me ahead. And lastly, I’m also grateful to myself for
all my effort, persistence and intensive work on myself. I’m aware that what I’m experiencing in
Sandi’s presence is a grace, given to me in this life. I wish that I’ll make use of this gift as best as I can
and that I’ll optimally accomplish my mission, which crystalizes in his presence. And I wish that others
would also experience the bliss he offers to us.
What is more, I’ve also experienced recovery. My monthly nightmares, which were the reason I had
set off on a spiritual journey, have disappeared. Every month, when that day comes, I’m amazed at
myself that I can function normally, without painful cramps, sickness and vomiting. Those days my
gratitude toward Sandi is even greater.
Eli Trobec

